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Before you begin, it’s best to have a clear view of the focus areas for your business’ growth
strategy to narrow your search to only solutions whose functionality aligns most with your needs.
Start by asking yourself these questions about the core areas of your business:

Do you often carry too much inventory? 
Is your cash flow tied up with excess inventory?

Does your organisation struggle with inaccuracies in accounting like
unrecorded transactions, and discrepancies in transaction data? Are
manual monthly bank reconciliations eating up valuable time? 

Are payments processes taking up excessive time? 
Are you having to chase customers with late invoices? 
Is it difficult to track which invoices have been paid and which are still
outstanding?

This guide highlights the key technological features required to
overcome the challenges today’s retailers are facing.

Now that you’ve positioned your organisation to take advantage of the 
latest technological advancements available for business management,
it’s time to start comparing solutions.

It’s time to upgrade
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A robust business management solution should include these data intelligence features to speed 
up efficiency in your financial processes while increasing speed and productivity:

Stakeholders lack the 
collaboration support 
needed across business 
functions to optimise 
efficiency and opportunity.

Inaccuracies in financial
data are causing 
accounting discrepancies 
and associated costs. 

Evaluate the functionality you need
to gain insight especially when it
come to things like stock-levels,
revenue and real-time reporting.

Support payments integration 
for faster payments and an 
automated payment process.

Detect unrecorded transactions,
locate errors and differences,
record corrections, and reconcile
books with bank statements.

Eliminate manual monthly bank 
reconciliations through automation.

When you can manage multiple locations and business functions 
from one source, things move quickly. Unlike older systems that don’t 
support seamless collaboration between stakeholders, today’s business 
management solutions bring it all together—purchasing, sales, customer 
service, and financial management—to create one unified system.

For this 
challenge

Look for 
these 

features

Transform at the 
speed of insight

For this 
challenge

Look for 
these 

features
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In today’s hyper-connected society, technology has changed the way
people work. Your current system may not support the anytime-anywhere
mantra many organisations are adopting for increased responsiveness.
Limitations in connectivity can also lead to data discrepancies and cause
admin time traps as it’s transferred between system silos. 

Stakeholders have 
difficulty accessing 
the data they need to 
effectively do their jobs.

Lack of connectivity 
limiting collaboration 
and sales opportunities.

Integration with other applications,
including native connectivity to
EPOS - such as Elite POS.

Roll up financial transactions by 
 entity, department, division, area
or as a whole instantly.

View customer and supplier record
information directly. Update contact
details quickly and sync the
changes universally.

Create dashboards that are 
relevant to individuals, teams, 
and their specific roles. Customise 
views and reports by department 
and staff member.

For this 
challenge

For this 
challenge

Look
for this
feature

Look for 
these 

features

Cut through 
complexity and silos

These features are crucial when cutting complexities and eliminating silos that jeopardise accuracy:
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For this 
challenge

For this 
challenge

For this 
challenge

For this 
challenge

Look
for this
feature

Look
for this
feature

Look
for this
feature

Look
for this
feature

A good business management solution improves how you do business
today. The best value is in a solution that enables cost efficiency today
and informs your financial decisions for the future.

Low order values 
causing limiting profits.

Excessive inventory in 
stock, tying up cash flow.

Invoices are paid late and 
it’s difficult to track which 
ones have been settled.

Limited visibility into money 
moving throughout the 
business, impacting inventory, 
and purchasing requirements.

Generate EPOS sales based
on the customer with cross-
selling built-in.

Connect your bank account 
for complete cash flow control.

Invoice payments and pay by 
credit card with PayPal or Stripe.

Manage supply chain operations 
to minimise costs. 

Look for these features to support your business’ continued financial health in the long term:

Built for 
the bottom line

£
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Sage Intacct Cloud Retail takes the technology that makes business
management easier and drives the cost efficiencies that positively impact
your business’ bottom line. Then adds in real-time EPOS functionality, fully
scalable and feature-rich.

Learn more about how Sage Intacct and Cloud Retail Accounting can work for you.

Book an Intacct
coffee break demo

Keep your edge with
Sage Intacct Cloud Retail

Learn more about
Elite POS

https://www.sage.com/en-gb/sage-business-cloud/intacct/coffee-break-demo/?utm_source=Partner&utm_medium=referral&utm_term=Innov8
https://www.innov8.co.uk/sectors/retail
https://www.sage.com/en-gb/sage-business-cloud/intacct/coffee-break-demo/?utm_source=Partner&utm_medium=referral&utm_term=Innov8
https://www.innov8.co.uk/sectors/retail
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Contact Innov8 to
get started

https://www.innov8.co.uk/contact
https://www.innov8.co.uk/contact
https://www.innov8.co.uk/contact

